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Abstract: Online auction is a huge growing business. Most of online buyers face a big problem of predicting the seller’s behavior to submit a reasonable price for winning a bid. Unfortunately, auction web sites e.g. eBay provide only a user ID or nickname to identify a customer. This situation builds up a wall between users for truly knowing each other. To overcome such a problem, this research proposes a neural network model called SOM to segment online auction customers into homogenous groups. Based on the segmented groups, the behavior of online bidders can be divided into three types: patient deals, impulsive deals, and analytic deals. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed methodology, 1470 records retrieved from Taiwan eBay are used to conduct an empirical study. In conclusion, the percentages of each customer type are 39.3% (impulsive deals), 27.8% (analytic deals) and 32.2% (patient deals). The analyzed result shows that more than sixty percent of bidder’s behave rationally and patiently.
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1. Introduction

Online auction is a very important market for e-business. In year 2003, the trading amount is about 2.1 million U.S. dollars and the growing rate is 78% per year [1, 3]. In such a huge growing business, customers never know and see each other face to face. Most of auction web sites such as eBay provide only a user ID or nickname for identifying a seller and a buyer [9, 10]. This situation builds up a wall between consumers. In this way, customers have difficulty in making a right decision of conducting a bid. Even in some real cases, bidders place an irrational price for winning a bid. This phenomenon is called “Winner Curse” [13]. So far, no existing research provides information of the seller’s behaviors on an online auction web site. “Winner Curse” still bothers most of bidders and happens daily. To improve such a situation, this study proposes a model to differentiate customer behavior at Taiwan eBay. Based on the differentiated customer behavior model, a bidder can know the basic types of deals and how to make a right decision.

In order to construct such a customer behavior model, this study applies customer segmentation as a key technology to find the general characteristics of most profitable customers [3]. By customer segmentation, transaction data are differentiated into several ho-
mogenous categories [6]. Each category presents a type of customer behavior. Finally, a customer behavior model is generated. Based on the proposed customer behavior model, bidders can know the basic characteristics of e-auction and decide how to win a bid.

2. Consumer behavior model

To conduct customer segmentation for e-auction market, this study proposes three steps to generate a consumer behavior model (see Figure 1) [14]. The first step is to develop a spider program to retrieve data from online auction site e.g. eBay. The second step is to apply the proposed neural network to segment customers. In this stage, the retrieved auction data are differentiated as several homogenous groups. Finally, the third step is to interpret segmented data as customer types. Each segmented data would be used to describe one type of customers.

The final goal of this study is to generate a customer behavior model. We have to know the basic definition of a customer behavior model. According to the model of EC (Electronic Commerce) consumer behavior defined by Turban, the purchasing decision making is basically a customer’s reaction to stimuli [12]. The decision making process is influenced by the characteristics of sellers and buyers, the environment, the technology and the EC logistic (see Figure 2). In an e-auction process, a buyer can only find the id (identity) of the seller who he/she is contacting right now. This situation was making in understanding each other’s behavior very difficultly. To cope with such a difficulty, this study chooses several important factors of stimuli (price, promotion, product and quality) and personal characteristics (Latest Login Time, Total bid time and number) to describe the behaviors of customers. The behavior model of online auction is described as follows:

\[
B_{xy} = f_{\text{seg}}(C_{xy}, R_{xy}, T_{xy}, N_{xy}, P_x, F_{xy})
\]

\[
B_{xy} = \text{The customer behavior model of e-auction by seller } x \text{ and buyer } y
\]

\[
f_{\text{seg}} = \text{A Function of doing customer segmentation}
\]

\[
C_{xy} = \text{Credit by seller } x \text{ and buyer } y
\]

\[
R_{xy} = \text{Price Change Rate by seller } x \text{ and buyer } y \text{ (Initial bid - Final Bid)}
\]

\[
T_{xy} = \text{The total bid period by seller } x \text{ and buyer } y
\]

\[
N_{xy} = \text{The number of buyer’s bid by seller } x \text{ and buyer } y
\]

\[
P_x = \text{Product Description}
\]

\[
F_{xy} = \text{Final Price}
\]
3. Methodology

For this study, segmenting customers to generate a customer behavior model is the goal we are pursuing. Six steps are proposed to complete such a mission (See Figure 3). First, all of consumer transaction data have to be retrieved from an e-auction web site. The second step is to select significant variables as input data of the proposed customer segmentation algorithm. Before data analysis raw data must be normalized into a variable which is between zero and one and can be analyzed by a neural net, so the third step is to convert data into a normalized format. The fourth step is applying neural networks model to cluster data into several homogenous groups. The fifth step is to interpreting those clustered customer data into several groups. The final step is to select and construct a customer behavior model based on customer segmentation by the previous step.

Both data collection and data cluster are very challengeable tasks for this study and need profound mechanisms to support. For data collection, the proposed mechanism had developed a spider program to crawl data from an auction web site. For data cluster, a neural network is applied for mining customer data.

In data collection stage, this study had developed a spider program with a Java language on a Linux system to collect data from eBay. This spider program helps to search an URL No. for each product. Based on the URL No., this program can request E-auction web site to provide detail information related to the searched product. The information is organized as a database called customer profiles [8]. This spider program completes data set collection task by including a URL searching agent and an auction data agent. The functionalities for both intelligent agents are listed as follows [2]:

- **URL searching agent:**
  In eBay, there are three databases (transaction database, product database and customer database). This agent is developed to search URL address on eBay for each product from product da-
The identified URL addresses are recorded into one auction URL database.

- **Auction data agent:**
  After URLs are recorded, electronic auction data is extracted from an auction web site by an auction data agent and stored into an auction-based database for further analysis.

For data cluster, the research proposes SOM (Kohonen self-organizing network) to cluster associated customer data into homogenous groups. Several researches had proved that SOM is an effective algorithm to cluster customers [4, 17]. Kohonen self-organizing network (T. Kohonen, 1980) [5] is an unsupervised learning neural network, which applies neighborhood and topology to cluster associated data into one group. The detail for Kohonen self-organizing network is described as follows [5]:

**STEP 1.** Select the winning output unit as the one with the largest similarity measure (or smallest dissimilarity measure) between all weight vectors $w_i$ and the input vector $x$. If the Euclidean distance is chosen as the dissimilarity measure, then the winning unit $c$ satisfies the following equation.

$$
\|x - w_c\| = \min \|x - w_i\|
$$

where the index $c$ refers to the winning unit.

**STEP 2.** Let $NB_c$ denote a set of index corresponding to a neighborhood around winner $c$. The weights of the winner and its neighboring units are then updated by

$$
\Delta w_i = \eta \gamma(i) (x - w_i), i \in NB_c
$$

where $\eta$ is a small positive learning rate. Instead of defining the neighborhood of a winning unit, we can use a neighborhood function $\gamma(i)$ around a winning unit $c$. The Gaussian function can be used as the neighborhood function.

$$
\gamma(i) = \exp \left( -\frac{\|p_i - p_c\|^2}{2\sigma^2} \right)
$$

The order of the weight updates on an individual layer is not important. Be sure to calculate the error term

$$
E_p = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{k=1}^{M} \delta_{pk}^2
$$

SOM will map input data into several output groups in Figure 4 [16]. During the process, the area of related data will gradually be narrowed down into a smaller group based on the Neighboring Concept in Figure 5 [16].

**Figure 3.** Procedure of data cluster
4. Empirical study

To study feasibility of the proposed methodology, a prototype of web-based spider program had been developed. Through the developed spider program, a data set containing 1470 records related to “digital cameras” is retrieved for further analysis. The crawled data set was held between February 11, 2004 and August 9, 2004 at Taiwan eBay (http://www.ebay.com.tw). The web pages of Taiwan eBay responds to the query contains details of the specific auction, including last bid (if any), opening and closing time and date, seller’s ID and rating, minimum bid, number of bids, and a listing of bid history [1]. The bid history contains information on each bidder, including buyer’s ID and rating, as well as the price, time and date of bids.

Too many factors possibly affect the result of electronic auction. By taking the concept of the black-box nature of neural network, the research proposed a SOM as a data mining tool for data cluster [15]. After data is clustered, auction customer behaviors of eBay for bidding digital camera are automatically clustered into nine neurons.

Based on literatures by Turban [11, 12], normally customers are divided into three major types: “impulsive deals”, who want to sell or buy products quickly; “patient deals”, who want to sell or buy products for a longer period; and “analytic deals”, who do substan-
tial research before making the decision.

Even there are a number of ways of identifying customer behavior. The most well-known method called RFM (Recency, Frequency and Monetary) model is used to represent the characteristics of each customer [4]. This model clusters customer behavior from three dimensions of customer’s transactional data: Recency, Frequency and Monetary [15]. The first dimension is Recency, which show how long it has been since the bid began. The second one is Frequency, which indicate of how often the customer places a bid. Monetary Value is used to measure the amount of money that the customer has spent in this bid [6].

In this study case, the data values are derived from databases such as average of latest login day, auction cycle day and purchase monetary amount. The basic assumption of applying the RFM model is that future patterns of consumer trading are similar to past and existing patterns. The calculated RFM values are summarized to realize the behavior patterns of customers in the research. In this study, we propose to use the following RFM variables [6]:

1. Recency (R): the total bid period.
2. Frequency (F): the total number of bids.
3. Monetary (M): the final bid price

To cluster customer data, a neural network with six input nodes and nine output nodes had been constructed for this study and the details is listed in Table 1. The meanings of input variables are summarized in Table 2. In this study case, a 3x3 Map Neuron is used to cluster customers into three customer types in Figure 6 [4]. First, neuron 1 and 2 are clustered as impulsive deals. In this type of deals, buyers usually provide a higher price (M>=0.98719) in a short period (R <=0.26554) to win a bid. Second, neuron 4, 7 and 8 are clustered as patient deals. Patient buyers usually win a bid with a reasonable price (M>=0.954871) for a longer period (R >= 0.519772). Third, neuron 3, 5, 6 and 9 are clustered as analytic deals. Analytic buyers get used to compare the price with other deals and usually place a lower price (M<=0.738946) to win. The failure rate of analytic deals is very high. Normally sellers are not willing to sell their products in such a circumstance.

Summarily, the total number for each customer type are 587 (impulsive deals), 409 (analytic deals), and 474 (patient deals). From above observation, about 32.5 % (analytic deals) of consumers like to spend some time in competing the price during bidding. 39.9 % (impulsive deals) of consumers want to buy theirs products in a shorter period, which could cause “Winner Curse”. The distributions of customer type are summarized in Figure 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Neural network model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neural network model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input layer (No. of neurons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output layer (No. of neurons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment groups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion and future research

In a C2C e-commerce environment, sellers and buyers have difficulty in knowing each other’s behaviors. Unpredictable results such as “Winner Curse” could happen to bring a lot of negative impacts to bidders [13]. To realize the behavior of e-customers, the study proposes a SOM neural network model to cluster customer data into homogenous groups. To conduct an empirical study, more than one thousand of data were retrieved from Taiwan e-Bay as analysis basis. A 3x3 Map Neuron is applied to cluster customers into patient deals, impulsive deals and analytic deals. From data analysis, two interesting findings are as follows:

1. More than sixty percent of online auction customer’s behaviors are rational. Specially, more than 27.8 percent of bidders like to bid the price with other ones.
### Table 2. Definitions of input variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable names</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_x$ (Price change rate)</td>
<td>Initial bid - final bid</td>
<td>Promotion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{xy}$ (Total bid period)</td>
<td>Initial bid time - final bid time</td>
<td>Personal characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$F_{xy}$ (Final price)</td>
<td>Final bid</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{xy}$ (Credit of seller)</td>
<td>Credit of the current seller</td>
<td>Quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{x}$ (Product description)</td>
<td>Web page of product description</td>
<td>Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N_{xy}$ (Number of bid)</td>
<td>The total number of bids</td>
<td>Personal characteristics</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Use a 3x3 map neuron for data cluster
2. Many researches worry that “winner curse” will reduce the interests of bidders [13]. Because “winner curse” makes buyers paying more money, they will get a bad impression on e-auction. This study found that impulsive deals are only 39.3 % of total e-auction transactions. The possibility of “winner curse” is lower than 39.3 %. It means that “Winner Curse” could be a smaller problem of e-auction.

There are still some limitations for this study.
1. The research chose e-auction data of “digital camera” as our empirical study sample. Because digital camera is a standard product, our observation can only represent the perspective of the behavior of e-auction consumers, who bid standard products. The customer behavior of bidding irregular products e.g. antique is still unknown. More related researches need to be explored in the future.
2. The behavior of new generation keeps changing rapidly. The results of the research only represent the behavior of current e-auction consumers. A database of customer profiles needs to be developed for keeping track of customer footsteps in the future.
3. This study proposes a SOM neural network to segment customers [5, 7]. There are a bunch of data cluster algorithms, e.g. K-means, Fuzzy C-means, Mountain Clustering, Subtractive Clustering. Further researches need to be explored to prove which method is the best for segmenting auction customers.
4. This study selects six significant variables to segment e-auction bids. Unfortunately, the RFM model can only use three variables to interpret the customer behavior. In the future, how to develop a new model which can combine RFM and the other three variables in presenting the phenomenon of e-auction is crucial.

The research develops a methodology to cluster the behavior of e-auction customers. It is a big step for knowing the styles of e-auction user’s behavior. Our future research is going to develop an intelligent agent to assist bidders predict the important factors of e-auction such as price, length (time) and so on for assisting decision making. In this way, the possibility of “Winner Curse” will be reduced. The behaviors of sellers and buyers will be more rational and predictable in the long run.

![Customer Segmentation](image)

**Figure 7. Customer distribution**
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